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Looking for a better cutting tool for

lncredlble as it may seem,
the TS-1 cuts only the top sheet!



MODEL:
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Illt a No underlay necessary; cut freety, off the top of your head!
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Room for spare blades
(2 spare blades included
with shipment)
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When cutting
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a Intn sneel
of paper

a thick sheet
of paper

thę pr-esggrp hapgs to the tip of the blade is kept constant
by its built-in ng's working. 
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Cutting pressure can be controlled continuously by the adjuster on the back of the main body.
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When cutting

Hold the TS-1 as you hold a pen, and give it enough pressure to
leave no space between the TS-1 and a sheet of paper while
cutting.

Trial cut is highly recommended while adjusting cutting pressure.

Place an underlay to avoid the possibility of damage to the second
sheet, especially when you are never able to damage the sheet of
paper below.

lower pressure on blade edge.
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The "TS-1 " takes the dedicated blade "TSB-1 " only

Pull out spare blade case, let the slider go backward, and then exchange blades

Please pay attention to the direction of blades
when you store blades in the spare blade case.

Make sure blade is retracted.
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TS-1 Blister Packed
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TSB-1 Plastic Case in a Plastic bag
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AwnnnrNGY
OLFA BLADES are extremely sharp! Handle with care
Dispose of used blades in a safe manner.
Blade should be retracted while replacing blades and when not in use
Keep out o1 the reach of children
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